Run Number 79 1st November 2007
Three Stags
l
The Pack: Carthief (Hare), Snoozanne, Compo, Peter Pan, Mad Hatter, Bacardi Spice (who turned
up for the Hash Flash but disappeared off to work before the run).
After the usual explanations of the markings, the cry went up “Hash Flash”. Compo suggested in
front of the pub sign. Hash Flash lined himself up to take the picture but the Pack lined up at right
angles despite Mad Hatter’s best efforts of pointing out the position of the camera.

Being easier to move one rather than many, Hash Flash moved

The Pack split up and quickly found the right trail except Snoozanne who went off towards the
station and joined 5 other runners on the way back to the start. Unfortunately none were recruited.
The trail was picked up down down Poulton Road and after a Check Back we turned into Dibbens
Hey. Several twists, turns and splits and we were in the fields and plunging down to the Tunnel.
With Guy Fawkes night approaching the Hare had brought sparklers along to light the Tunnel.

Coming out of the Tunnel the map has a Petrifying well marked which fitted in with the theme of the
run (Hallow’een and 511). Through Brotherton Park and Dibbensdale Nature reserve to St Patrick’s
well. Obviously a sign that has been there a while as the apostrophe is correctly placed.

A loop followed and then Mill Street and the A41 up to Asda. Back towards the start and
Bromborough Rake station where two community policemen (should that be policepersons as one
of them was a woman?) were found to be colleagues of Peter Pan.
The trail plunged back into the dark and down to Dibbensdale river, where we were accompanied
by a large Great Dane (plus owner) all the way up to the road at Poulton. A few more checks and
finally the On INN down Poulton Road.
Back at the cars, the circle quickly gathered in the pub carpark and Lilo Lil’s purchases were
sampled and pronounced excellent.

